State Senator Cooper Snyder Addresses OARP: "the missing link is rail passenger service!" -- and Ohio Senate President Stanley J. Aronoff Makes A Special Guest Appearance in Support: "we need to make best use of all transportation modes!"

Addressing OARP's Nov. 2, 1991 meeting in Cincinnati, State Sen. Cooper Snyder (R. 14th) identified himself as a "long-time supporter of rail passenger issues." He noted that while Ohio has everything going for it from education to tax incentives to a skilled labor force to the finest transportation system which includes waterways, highways, 225 airports, and the finest railway system, "the missing link is rail passenger service." Sen. Snyder lamented the gridlock which he encountered in exiting Columbus and at our airports, asserting that the "biggest problem we have is ignorance and apathy", adding that in the last year this perception has begun to change, with members of the legislature and state government understanding what gridlock is all about!

He noted that on Sep. 29 he co-sponsored legislation directing that the rail excise tax be directed for rail purposes through the Rail Development Fund and voiced dismay that the Supreme Court recently found this tax to be unconstitutional, thereby "pulling the rug out from under our efforts." (Actual court ruling by Federal District Court found the Rail Excise Tax contrary to provisions of the federal 4 R Act which forbids taxes unique to railroads.) Undaunted he assured the group that he will continue to work for the rail passenger service, something which he asserted "we need now." An engaging speaker who was well-received by OARP, he promised to continue to work with ODOT and linking up all interested parties.

Sen. Stanley J. Aronoff(R. 8th), Pres. of the Ohio Senate and attending the C.U.T. dedication, addressed
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(Sen. Aronoff – Cincinnati Meeting, continued from Page 1)

our OARP meeting. With a positive interest in our group and a concern for rail passenger service the senator from Cincinnati stated that we needed to make the best use of all transportation modes, noting that in Ohio we have moved from a Highway Department to a Department of Transportation. Cautious about high-speed rail, Senator Aronoff encouraged the focus on conventional service. He commended the people of Hamilton County for voting in the museum tax which brought about the C.U.T. restoration, adding that in Ohio we need to move from taxing ourselves for a highway fund, letting it become a transportation fund. He asserted that we need to use these funds to benefit all the citizens of our state, and that includes funding for inter-city rail. In response to a question from the floor, Senator Aronoff added that he sees the current state administration being much more open to using funds for rail passenger service than any previous administrations. The members of OARP interpreted Sen. Aronoff's presence as a sign of affirmation for its efforts.

The Nov. 2, 1991 OARP meeting began with a welcome by OARP regional coordinator, W. Mike Weber at 10:00 a.m. in Tower A of the Cincinnati Union Terminal, formerly the nerve center for controlling all passenger rail movements into C.U.T., which still overlooks CSX yards and mainline and Norfolk Southern's new piggyback yard.

OARP President J. Howard Harding, who presided at the day's events, offered an update on the proposed PENNSYLVANIAN extension, stating that Amtrak and Conrail did cost studies which exceeded all estimates — tough negotiations lie ahead, "it will be a while before this extension happens". Update was also offered concerning 3-C Corridor proposals.

Howard reported on recent NARP meeting in Milwaukee, noting that NARP needs additional funds and feels that Amtrak's drive towards self-sufficiency carries a "great danger that service quality will be compromised." Good news is that Amtrak is working on this item.

The national transportation bill recently passed by the House is quite different from the U.S. Senate version. Difficult negotiations are underway, so it is important that we call our members of Congress asking that the conference committee version allow Amtrak to be recipient of these transportation funds.

NARP has adopted an 8 point agenda, which includes concern about the proposed third major airport in Chicago area. Since 40% of those using Chicago's existing airports, travel 500 miles or less, it is essential that we expand rail alternatives — watch for more on this item. At this Milwaukee meeting the local mayor went on record promoting passenger rail travel as essential for urban health and area economics.

Jeff Honefanger, deputy director for Rail for ODOT, addressing the assembly, brought greetings from Jerry Wray, Director of the Ohio Department of Transportation. He reported that currently ODOT is working on a multi-modal transportation plan looking to the year 2020; is trying to identify the significant Ohio travel corridors; regards Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, and Toledo as important hubs for freight and passenger travel; is happy to announce that the Panhandle Columbus–Pittsburgh rail link will be preserved; is working on the redesign of the cross buck at rail crossings; is identifying highway–rail crossings to be closed in Ohio; and is evaluating different options for the 3-C Corridor. Jeff remained with the group through lunch hour to field feedback and questions.

The "Ad Hoc Finance Committee" (Larry George, Manfred Orow, and Robert Boyce) reported that it is developing financial resources for non-administrative activities of OARP, including raising funds for an OARP videotape and participating in an Amtrak spring 1992 equipment display and possible 3-C route run-through.

Following the presentation by Sen. Snyder and greetings by Sen. Aronoff, the meeting adjourned for a buffet lunch in one of the C.U.T. private dining rooms. The afternoon session began with words from Virginia Rhodes, candidate for the Cincinnati City Council who has been active in the promoting the Chicago-Florida train via Cincinnati.

The chief afternoon presentation was by OARP member Benjamin "Ben" McKay, retired city traffic engineer, speaking on behalf of the drive to bring the proposed Amtrak Chicago-Florida train through Cincinnati. He was joined in his presentation by David Rogers of Winchester, KY. Ron Doctor, of the city planning department, was also available at this meeting. (See separate article which summarizes Ben's presentation to OARP.)

A report on the proposed restoration of the Cincinnati Historic Streetcar Line beginning at the waterfall was presented by Tom Dann.

The proposed constitution/by-law revision to Article V Sections 1 and 2, enlarging the board from 9 to 11 members, was adopted as presented. The meeting concluded with special thanks to our host, the Cincinnati Railroad Club which leases the Tower A space from C.U.T., and to club members Dale Brown, Tom Bruggeman, and Ed Kipp. Additional thanks were extended to Mike Weber and David Dawson, local OARP members, who handled arrangements for this get-together which concluded with a tour of the Amtrak station and platform, hosted by Mary Darr, local Amtrak agent.

(Florida Service Update, continued from Page 1)

consideration to this proposed routing also. I have also been able to assemble data sheets for a proposal based on population figures.

It is very important to understand that the city of Evansville, Indiana has a high-powered campaign in progress -- with all 16 Indiana congressmen behind it! We are playing catchup, and we need to organize our members of congress.

There are many good reasons for promoting the Chicago-Florida route via Cincinnati as the best:

1) population considerations point to a route through Ohio, which has a population base 2 1/2 times larger than the other proposed route through Indiana.

2) while the trip via Cincinnati will take longer, it will allow for reasonable departure/arrival times in both Florida and Chicago.

3) something needs to happen by 1996 when the summer Olympics come to Atlanta (which is the primary and original promoter of this passenger corridor).

4) the money is there -- will it be spent on refurbishing I-75 or building a new highway or financing a train?, and

5) the alleged issue of a freight train conflict in the Chattanooga area can be resolved by using an existing alternate route which by-passes the problem area.

We need a transportation system which will serve the entire population, including the elderly and poor -- for this rail service is more useful than automobile. In addition it is in everyone's interest financially to serve the largest possible population areas with each train so as to maximize revenue potential.

I am glad to share the perspective of a highway transportation
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(Florida Service Update, continued from Page 2) professional, and believe that these efforts will be of value to OARP and the people of Ohio. I promise to continue to work on behalf of this route proposal.

(Ben McKay, a retired traffic engineer, spent 8 years with the city of Dayton and 30 years in the employ of the city of Cincinnati. We acknowledge his efforts, along with Mike Weber, in promoting the routing of the Chicago-Florida train through Cincinnati, and we eagerly await the next steps.)

(Comments from the floor at our Nov. 2 meeting revealed that the City of Evansville has been extremely aggressive in this issue, even offering to build a station. Congressman Frank McCloskey who hails from Evansville has also been aggressively pushing this routing, along with the Congressman from Terra Haute. The biggest obstacle to routing via Cincinnati however appears to be apathy in the city of Indianapolis, whose mayor of 16 years is now retiring -- consequently this issue is on a back-burner. In addition the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce has shown only slight interest in this issue. It was observed that if the Cincinnati routing is to succeed, substantial enthusiasm needs to be generated from Lafayette and Indianapolis, Indiana.)

(Where do we go from here? It is important for the people from the greater Cincinnati area to urge their elected officials to ask Amtrak to study the Cincinnati route, which routing encompasses the largest population base. Letters of support may be written to David Mann, Mayor of Cincinnati, City Hall, Cincinnati OHIO 45202; the Honorable Charles Luken, US House of Representatives, 1300 Gwynn Bldg., Cincinnati OHIO 45202; and Senators Glenn and Metzenbaum.)
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A Word received from Amtrak's Government and Public Affairs Office ......

Extension of the PENNSYLVANIAN to Cleveland

For some time, Amtrak has stated its interest in extending the New York–Pittsburgh PENNSYLVANIAN service to Cleveland. This would provide Amtrak's first day service between Cleveland and Pittsburgh and the first Amtrak service between Cleveland and Harrisburg, Lancaster, and Philadelphia.

Because Amtrak does not own the tracks over which the extended PENNSYLVANIAN would operate, Amtrak has had to work with the host railroads — Conrail and CSX Transportation -- to determine whether and how the PENNSYLVANIAN could be routed to serve Cleveland. Portions of the two possible routes are used heavily by Conrail for day-time freight traffic and this greatly limits the ability of a time-sensitive passenger train to "thread" itself between slower moving or stationary freight trains.

Amtrak has inspected two possible routes between Pittsburgh and Cleveland with both Conrail and CSX Transportation officials. The first route would be via Conrail trackage between Pittsburgh and Alliance, Ohio and then north to Cleveland. The second route would be via Conrail trackage between Pittsburgh and Beaver Falls, then north to New Castle, then along CSX trackage to Youngstown and Ravenna, where the train would head north to Cleveland on Conrail trackage. The need to minimize travel time via the Youngstown route requires that Amtrak trains switch between several different rail lines in order to avoid lengthy delays.

Due to heavy daytime Conrail freight movements, Conrail has stated that use of the Alliance route would require a new traffic control system with an estimated price tag of $25 million.

The preliminary capital costs associated with the New Castle, Youngstown, Ravenna route would be approximately $17 million. Improvements that would be required include: 1. Upgrade Koppel secondary track between Waumpum and Wood $2 million. 2. Construct new connection between: CSXT, P&LE and Conrail at New Castle $3 million. 3. Construct new connection at Ravenna between Conrail and CSXT $4 million. 4. Add a new traffic control system between Ravenna and Cleveland $7 million. 5. Provide service and storage facilities in Cleveland $1 million. Total $17 million.

Amtrak believes this second routing is the most favorable of the two, both because it is less costly and because it would serve a greater en route population. Because Amtrak lacks the capital funds to pay for the needed improvements, Amtrak intends to work closely with Ohio and Pennsylvania to identify capital funding sources. Once funds have been provided, actual construction of the improvements would take less than a year to complete. Amtrak would clearly like to operate this service but must depend on others to provide the capital funding.

(This complete report, printed above and dated, November 1991, was provided to the 6:53 by Amtrak's Government and Public Affairs Office. The covering letter indicated that Amtrak "became concerned several months ago that the lack of visible progress on the extension idea was probably being interpreted by some as either resistance to the idea or lack of interest." The letter added that their "analysis is based on the stated position of Conrail and preliminary agreement between Amtrak and Conrail over the estimated costs. The traffic control upgrades referenced by Conrail are improvements we believe are justified even in the absence of passenger services. In any case, we don't dispute that without them reliable passenger train operations would be unlikely."

[OARP leaders have raised a question about the last statement, that if the traffic control upgrades are justified for Conrail freight operations without passenger service, why should Amtrak and the states be asked to pay for them? In addition those in OARP who are well-acquainted these issues of this northeast Ohio extension, feel that traffic control costs for the upgrade between Ravenna and Alliance are unjustified, when compared with costs for the Cleveland–Ravenna section. Ed.]

Cleveland–Pittsburgh Update

By Kenneth Prendergast, CLE–PITT Project Director

Continuing with the news reported in the last issue of the 6:53 and in response to the adjacent statement from Amtrak, OARP and others have been exploring Conrail's controversial preconditions to the extension of Amtrak's PENNSYLVANIAN to Cleveland. The debate centers on whether Conrail's demand for a maximum of $25 million in signalling improvements on its Cleveland Line (Cleveland–Ravenna–Alliance) is legitimate. OARP and others have heard from several sources, including Conrail's own employees who regularly work on and around the Cleveland Line, that Conrail's demands are arbitrary and unnecessary.

But now, the question arises: "what do we do?" After the OARP Board met on Nov. 2, the consensus was that Conrail should be confronted, otherwise they may be encouraged to attach similar preconditions to future Amtrak expansion projects -- and there simply isn't enough money going around to pay for that! This confrontation could be engaged in the following manner:

First, OARP and its friends could encourage key decision-makers from Amtrak, Conrail, ODOT, and the federal and state legislatures to come together and solve the questions regarding the PENNSYLVANIAN extension.

Second, if Conrail refuses to budge, the signalling system will have to be upgraded to bring the PENNSYLVANIAN to Cleveland, Pittsburgh and the first Amtrak service between Cleveland and Harrisburg, Lancaster, and Philadelphia. The traffic control upgrades referenced by Conrail are improvements we believe are justified even in the absence of passenger services. In any case, we don't dispute that without them reliable passenger train operations would be unlikely."

(Continued on page 5)
These demands could involve a specific number of improvements, should consider several demands of the Cleveland Union Station is an active proposal. Finally, I feel compelled to follow-up a story that appeared in the June issue of the 6:53 and was paraphrased in the October issue of the youngstown Vindicator. Both articles dealt with the Pentagon's inclusion of the abandoned Ravenna Connection in their Strategic Rail Corridor Network (STRAÇNET). STRAÇNET identifies which rail lines are important to the shipment of military goods. After some dialogue between the Ohio Department of Transportation and officials at the Ravenna Arsenal, the military has shown little interest in restoring the Ravenna Connection. Their reasoning was that a suitable connection exists from the erstwhile E-L mainline (which forms the northern border of the arsenal) and Conrail's Cleveland Alliance mainline. In case you were wondering, passenger trains wouldn't be able to use this connection considering that the old E-L mainline has been reduced to a 10 mph railroad; it is also on the selling block.

State Rep. Robert Hagan speaks in support of the proposed PENNSYLVANIAN extension

The Aug. 9, 1991 edition of the Youngstown Vindicator featured an article headlined "Hagan pursues local link for E-L line. Amtrak's PENNSYLVANIAN line could be extended through Youngstown, a state representative says, giving the city two passenger train services." According to the Vindicator, State Rep. Robert Hagan of Youngstown (D-53rd) is "negotiating with officials from Amtrak, CSX Transportation and several cities to have Amtrak's PENNSYLVANIAN line rerouted to include a stop in Youngstown. Moreover, Hagan said the house finance committee will consider subsidizing part of the rerouting cost." "The question is how much it is going to cost. I heard it was between $5 million and $15 million for track improvements, station improvements, and signal installations," he said. The track is owned by CSX. The improvement money would likely have to be pooled from Amtrak, interested cities and the state and federal government, depending on what deal could be made with Amtrak, Hagan said.

When contacted in a telephone interview by the 6:53 on Nov. 24, Representative Hagan added that once we have a static figure for Ohio's share of the improvements, he will try to obtain money from the state's capital improvement fund, a fund currently under pressure because of state revenue shortfall. He hoped that work could begin by summer of 1992, adding that funding now will have to come from the state and federal governments, especially since cities like Youngstown have already made a substantial investment.

When asked if people really want train corridor service, Rep. Hagan stated quite clearly "people want it! Most people believe that for us to go into the 21st century, we need passenger service to avoid doing considerable damage to the environment. This is especially important when it comes to 3-C." He noted that people are waking up to the fact that the skies are crowded, highways are packed, and that rail can be cost effective.

Promising to continue his supportive role, the friendly legislator from Youngstown added "that Ohio needs active voices which have driven trains", such as himself. He is very optimistic about Ohio developments for conventional passenger service, because he sees both the legislative and executive branches "parking up" when it comes to these issues.

Rep. Robert Hagan, a railroad engineer for 29 years (15 years active experience on CSX), has served in his current legislative position for 5 years, during which time he has been an active proponent of the PENNSYLVANIAN extension.

The Aug. 9 article concluded with the comment that "House Finance Committee Chairman Patrick Sweeney said he would be open to committing state capital improvement funds towards the project .......[adding that] he was interested in transportation proposals that help reduce vehicle traffic in the state." The Columbus Area OARP Activity Update

by Robert M. Boyce

More than 50 people turned out for the first "Bring Back Amtrak" rally in Arch Park, Sat., Oct. 19. Members, visitors, and reporters from three TV and a radio station were on hand as Stu Nicholson explained the need to get passenger trains back to Columbus, the nation's largest city without any. Petitions were signed and several visitors showed an interest in joining.

Members gathered afterward at the Red Door to talk over reactions and the need to keep the momentum going. Thanks to Lou Viereck for passing out rosebuds to the ladies at the Red Door. What a nice gesture! And thanks to Stu Nicholson for orchestrating the event and to all members who attended and made it a success. Mary Ecker's 5x7 "Bring Back Amtrak" banner showing an oncoming Amtrak train made a spectacular display draped across pillars of the arch (see cover photo).

Recent publicity has been good! The Arch Park story with photo appeared in This Week and other stories were in the Delaware Gazette, Marion Star, and Lancaster Eagle Gazette. On Oct. 20 the Columbus Dispatch covered conventional rail.

Responses to copies of state fair petitions urging conventional rail, which were sent to the governor, ODOT director and key legislators are encouraging and suggest some high level discussions may be under way. Meanwhile, copies of a new batch of petitions collected during Sep., and Oct. and bearing 310 more signatures urging 3-C conventional service have been sent to the same mailing. Thanks to the Zweifels, the Greys, Mary Eckert, Mary Shover, Kent Wilt, Gariene Staton, Jim Shoemaker of Newark, and others for their efforts.

Columbus OARP members in the news: Lou Viereck was profiled in Oct. issue of Columbus Monthly telling of his family florist business in which he has been engaged since age 14. Mary Eckert, the "Flag Lady," was featured in a recent issue of WOSU's Air Fare magazine, talking about her family's railroad tradition and enthusiasm for passenger trains. Bill Schuler of Patakala was recently named to the Newark Chamber of Commerce. NEXT MEETINGS: Sat., Dec. 7, 10 a.m., and Jan. 11, 1992, 10 a.m., both at Red Door Tavern in Columbus.
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Authorized Amtrak travel agents who wish to join OARP, maintain current membership status, and be listed in this DIRECTORY, should send a $40 check, made payable to OARP, to "the 6:53" Editor, 120 Luther Ave., Kent OH 44240. The TRAM annual listing fee of $40 entitles you to list your CITY, the NAME OF YOUR AGENCY, one LONG DISTANCE PHONE NUMBER (which may be a "WATS" (800) toll-free number), one LOCAL PHONE NUMBER, and the name of one salesperson at the agency. RENEWALS will be billed by the Treasurer. Updated Dec. 1, 1991

Please patronize these authorized travel agents who are members of the Ohio Association of Railroad Passengers:

- Akron Parkside Travel U.S.A  
  (216) 774-1800  
  Joel Brown  

- Alliance Alliance AAA Travel  
  (216) 821-3233  
  (316) 456-6515  

- Canal Fulton Massillon AAA Travel  
  (216) 854-6161  

- Cincinnati West Chester Travel, Inc.  
  (303) 634-8159  
  (513) 777-6770  
  David Dawson  

- Cleveland Ohio Motorists Association/AAA Travel  
  (216) 361-6906  

- Cleveland Randall Park Mall Travel Agency  
  (216) 999-4343  
  (216) 475-8747  
  Robert Peck  

- Columbus Accessible Travel Agency  
  (216) 837-2822  
  (614) 792-3555  
  Jude Cudda  

- Columbus The Ohio Automobile Club/AAA Travel  
  (614) 431-7823  

- Elyria Tours & Travel Service, Inc.  
  (216) 483-7789  
  (216) 323-5423  
  Michael E. McClister  

- Mansfield Mansfield Travel Center  
  (419) 756-8747  
  Jay Gilbert  

- Massillon Massillon AAA Travel  
  (216) 333-1634  
  Cheryl Anderson  

- Piqua The Miami County Auto Club/AAA Travel  
  (513) 773-3753  
  Frank N.  

- Sandusky Sandusky Travel Service, Inc.  
  (419) 626-4663  
  Roberta Snyder  

- Selkirk Search Travel Service  
  (800) 377-9724  
  (216) 495-7749  
  Anasak Al Madimos  

- Tipp City The Miami County Auto Club/AAA Travel  
  (513) 677-3333  
  Richard Hankey  

- Troy The Miami County Auto Club/AAA Travel  
  (513) 339-0122  

Thank you for thanking us for thanking you!

The Sep. 9, 1991 Toledo Blade contained an advertisement with photo of staff writer and transportation reporter, Hank Harvey captioned "The Blade and staff writer Hank Harvey, Commended by OARP Rail Transportation Advocates." Written in response to our tribute in the June, 1991 issue of the 6:53 for the Blade's outstanding coverage, it concludes with the words "Thank you, OARP, for your recognition of the Blade's coverage. Along with you, we advocate the revitalization of rail passenger travel as a major link in the U.S. transportation network."
massive cancellations following its June 21 Indiana derailment, an event in which AEE was NOT at fault (a truck driver thought he was bigger and stronger than a locomotive). Stay tuned, it's a neat train, we believe it has a market and meets a need, and besides, we would like to ride on it someday!

Most recent Toledo Blade features by Hank Harvey include an Aug. 11 travel feature article on the Skenea, "one of North America's most delightful and little-known passenger trains" which follows British Columbia's Skeena River from Jasper, Alberta, to Prince Rupert, B.C., an Aug. 2 story focusing upon a Toledo--Lucas County Port Authority resolution granting $4 million to help Ann Arbor Acquisition Corp. refinance its debt incurred when it purchased the once bankrupt Ann Arbor Railroad, on Aug. 13, 1991 article focusing on the Norfolk & Western tracks in western Lucas County and Swanton Township in particular, a line was labeled by the state as the most hazardous line in the area because of grade crossing accidents, and a Sep. 8 travel feature pointing to "a hair-raising train ride in the Rockies" from Canada's Skagway to Whitehorse!

Summary of Erie Meeting by Mark A. Schwinn: The General Electric plant tour on Sep. 28, 1991 was a big success with over 100 people from New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Massachusetts in attendance. After receiving a brief description of the facilities, we were treated to a tour of the erecting hall with some new units for the Union Pacific and export units for Uruguay under construction. New Amtrak units were in a separate building, but we were unable to view them for fear of industrial espionage. The first unit is scheduled for delivery in Nov. 1991.

The tour was followed by a very excellent buffet lunch. A short meeting followed where representatives of each state told the group their latest developments. After adjournment several members toured the Erie Union Station, which is in the process of being sold to a developer -- the station is in terrible shape. The Erie meeting was a welcome insight into the industry today.
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Just a reminder: all SIGNED articles in the "6:53" represent the opinion of the Ohio Association of Rail Passengers (or its officers).

JOIN and help get Ohio moving on modern passenger trains! OARP IS NOT another "railfan club". We are rail transportation advocates. OARP is the statewide voice of concerned citizens working together to help achieve better rail passenger services. We're over 700 strong, and we are moving forward together for better rail transportation for Ohio. We invite YOU to get on board! A NEW MEMBERSHIP in OARP is just $15 for your first year. $20 per year thereafter.
the 6:53

Signs that support for the return of rail passenger service are growing in the Executive and Legislative branches of Ohio government ...

Articles include:
- Greetings from State Senate President Stanley J. Aronoff
- A good word on PENNSYLVANIAN extension
- Highlights of OARP’s November meeting in Cincinnati
- Amtrak’s explanation of upgrade costs for PENNSYLVANIAN extension
- Application Form to become a member of OARP

Deadlines:
- OARP Board Meeting, March 24, 1992
- OARP’s Spring Jamboree, May 30-31, 1992
- OARP’s Fall Meeting, October 2-3, 1992

The work of OARP is supported through membership dues and by extra donations of time, talents, and dollars by our members and friends. JOIN OARP NOW and HELP FIGHT FOR THE RAIL PASSENGER ALTERNATIVE!

Annual dues are $15 (minimum) for NEW members and $20 (minimum) for ALL RENEWALS. Look for the handy membership application form printed in this issue.

DEADLINE: for the February issue - January 15, 1992

Words of support from State Senator President Stanley J. Aronoff, Sen. Cooper Snyder, and State Representative Robert Hagan, and Latest Update on proposed Chicago-Florida Service via Cincinnati, and CLE-PITT project and extension of the PENNSYLVANIAN to Cleveland
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RAIL TRANSPORTATION ADVOCATES